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For 30 years, Leadership Excellence has provided real solutions to the challenges leaders face every day. HR.com and
Leadership Excellence joined forces in May 2013 to continue providing world-class leadership development resources and
tools – now to a combined audience of over 350,000 individuals and organizations throughout the world.

What are the Leadership Excellence Products & Services?
We provide the latest and greatest leadership solutions from the world’s top leaders, consultants, and trainers – plus
development guides, plans, and additional tools designed to turn those solutions into an action plan that works for you.

Leadership Excellence Essentials Monthly Interactive Learning Journal
Watch as this monthly interactive learning experience captures key
metrics, actionable items and keeps you focused on developing yourself
and corporation as top leaders.

Leadership Excellence Expert Certification Program (40 hours)
The Personal Excellence App is a development tool that gives
organizations a platform to engage, communicate, and train
employees/clients on a daily basis to achieve long-term positive
changes, while providing individuals with a tool to help them build on
their personal and professional development. Built on uplifting and
motivational content from over 4,000 contributors, users can benefit
from receiving 3-5 minutes a day of personal development inspiration
while organizations can customize the App and add their content to
reinforce their training or development initiatives. Personal Excellence
removes barriers organizations commonly face when trying to train their
employees by creating a cost effective tool that helps build alignment,
skills and motivation around any existing program.

Leadership Excellence Certificate Program (5 hours)

Leadership Excellence Community
Join 150,000+ HR.com members with a similar interest and focus on
Leadership and specific Leadership Development topics. Share content
and download white papers, blogs, and articles, network, and “follow”
peers and have them “follow” you in a social network platform to
communicate regularly and stay on top of the latest updates. The well
established Leadership Excellence Community is an invaluable resource
for any HR professional, leadership coach or executive.

Leadership Excellence and Development Forum (LEAD2016)
February 3, 2016 - Streamed Live from Nashville, Tennessee.
LEAD2016 is a platform to change the world by inspiring individuals,
communities, organizations and governments to choose education,
collaboration and ethical leadership instead of ignorance, indifference
and violence. LEAD 2016 features 13 world-class keynotes, broadcast
live from Nashville, Tennessee, simulcast to thousands of people in
remote sites around the world. Through participation, we can create a
world of infinite potential. #AWorldInspired

Leadership Excellence Top 500 Awards
February 3, Nashville, Tennessee
The esteemed Leadership Excellence awards to be presented at the
LEAD2016 will recognize companies that excel in offering top Leadership Development programs globally.

A Certificate in Leadership Excellence with the Institute for Human
Resources (IHR) makes you credible, marketable, and shows your
dedication to your profession.
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From deliberate leadership to front-line
leadership, bold leadership to servant leadership, effective leadership to authentic leadership, leak-proof leadership to maverick leadership, leadership lessons from Bill Clinton
and lessons from the life of Lee Kuan Yew,
Leadership 500 Excellence Awards 2015 and
interviews of the proud winners of the award,
and last but not the least, a heartfelt tribute
to Dr.Wayne Walter Dyer – Leadership Excellence Essentials 2015 editions covered the
latest trends, events, happenings and news in
the leadership space this year. We hope you
enjoyed reading our articles. Your valuable
feedback has helped us grow in a positive way.
We would also like to extend our heartfelt
gratitude to all of our contributors whose
expert pieces greatly enriched our magazine.
We look forward to your continued support.
Now, when we are set to welcome 2016, we
promise to bring you the latest developments
and discussions in the field of leadership
which can enrich and enlighten your personal
and professional life. We are also excited
about the upcoming LEAD 2016 event, an
incomparable platform that has been inspiring people around the world annually. Touted
as the “Oscars” of Leadership, this event will
bring leaders from across business, industry
and education together to exchange with
one another and witness life-changing inspirational speakers. On February 3rd, 2016,
13 speakers will be broadcasted live across
the globe from this event via high definition
web stream technology. February 4th will
be a full day of leadership and HR-specific
speakers, roundtables and workshops. For
more information, visit www.LEAD2016.com
Included in this last issue of 2015, Prof. Sattar
Bawany, the CEO & C-Suite Master Executive
Coach of Centre for Executive Education (CEE

Global) is showcased on the cover. According
to Prof. Bawany, there is a wide sea of books
and opinions one can consult when it comes
to lessons on becoming a great leader, but what
does research say? He stresses on the importance
of emotional and social intelligence competencies required to be successful as a leader. Read
his article, What Makes A Great Leader?, and
prepare yourself for success by building your
abilities in the discussed areas.
In her article titled Loyalty, Carol Kinsey
Goman puts forth 7 ways unforgettable leaders
inspire loyalty. Go for it and know that loyalty
is not dead!
Have you ever looked at successful leaders and
wondered, “What makes them so successful?”
According to Bejoy Mathew, extremely successful
leaders separate themselves from the rest in terms
of how they balance and focus on the Five D’s
of Leadership. Don’t miss his article, The Secret
Sauce Of Successful Leadership.
Today, most of the leaders DON’T understand
that there is a connection between Leadership and
Strategy. Do you agree? Read Jacques Lorrain’s
article, A Strategist. Are You One,? to learn how
important it is to be a strategist leader.
Apart from these articles, there are a handful of
other equally interesting and informative articles
included for your resource library in the New
Year. I sincerely hope you enjoy reading this issue
of Leadership Excellence and, as always, looking
forward for your honest feedback!
Regards,
Debbie McGrath
HR.com
Have a say ?
Write to the Editor.
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What Makes A Great Leader?
The emotional & social intelligence competencies of highly effective leaders
By Prof. Sattar Bawany

“IQ and technical skills are important, but emotional intelligence

is the sine qua non of leadership performance.”
					
- Daniel Goleman
What Makes a Leader, Harvard Business Review, November –
December 1998
Want to be a successful leader? Want to be a better leader? It helps
to know what it takes. Of course, there are lots of books and opinions
one can consult. But what does research say?
Emotional intelligence has become a major topic of interest in
scientific circles as well as in the lay public since the publication of
a bestseller by the same name in 1995 (Goleman, 1995). The early
definitions of social intelligence influenced the way emotional intelligence was later conceptualized. Contemporary theorists like Peter
Salovey and John Mayer originally viewed emotional intelligence as
part of social intelligence (Salovey & Mayer, 1990), which suggests
that both concepts are related and may, in all likelihood, represent
interrelated components of the same construct.
The Bar-On ESI (emotional & social intelligence) model (1997)
describes a cross-section of interrelated emotional and social competencies, skills and facilitators that impact intelligent behavior, measured
by self-report within a potentially expandable multimodal approach
including the 360 multi-rater assessments.
Increasingly, companies are recognizing that leadership factors are
crucial to their organizational effectiveness. Why? Because ultimately it
is the people within the organization – leaders, managers, and individual
contributors at all levels – who must translate corporate strategy and
business goals into action. They must understand the organization’s
vision and make it their own. They must become its champion by
influencing others to follow them and help them implement. This is
the essence of leadership.
Because individuals in organizations can rarely be successful alone,
they must influence, lead, and coordinate their efforts with others
in order to achieve their goals – to translate vision into action. A
leader success rests in large part upon his or her ability to influence
the different groups he or she must relate to in the organization: the
superiors, peers, and direct reports.
From the ongoing longitudinal research by Centre for Executive
Education (CEE), we believe that leadership is all about envisioning
the future and energizing the organisation including the team to
achieve that vision. This includes the ability to impact and influence
on your followers with ontological humility and leveraging on the right
leadership styles underpinning by the relevant emotional and social
intelligence competencies resulting in achieving your organisational
goals (Bawany, 2014).
The Emotional & Social Intelligence Competencies of Effective
Leaders
The life of a leader has plenty of demands and pressures. Having
the skills to handle them would seem to be a pre-requisite for success.
We have identified several specific skills from a wide array of emotional
& social intelligence competencies, as the ones that differentiate
successful leaders from other people. Fortunately these skills can be
improved with the proper training and coaching.
Leadership Excellence Essentials presented by HR.com | 12.2015

1. Self-Awareness
Self-awareness is the skill of being aware of and understanding
your emotions as they occur and as they evolve. It is wrong to think
of emotions as either positive or negative. Instead, you should think
of them as appropriate or inappropriate.
For example, anger is usually associated with being a negative
emotion. However, it can be a completely reasonable and appropriate
emotion in certain circumstances – emotional intelligence allows us to
recognise our anger and understand why this emotion has occurred.
Effective self-assessment of feelings and emotions will help to improve
your confidence and self-esteem. People with strong self-awareness
or self-regard have an accurate picture of their strengths and weaknesses. They enjoy their strengths and acknowledge weaknesses with
recognition but not shame. Shame paralyzes.
Acceptance leads us to correct what we can adapt to what cannot
be corrected. A leader with high self-awareness will hire people whose
skills complement his own. Of the leader that has an unrealistic picture
of his own strengths and weaknesses, the chances of hiring the best
people are low.
Ask yourself such questions as “How much do I like myself?” “Do
I frequently over-estimate what I can achieve?” “Can I accept that
people like and respect me despite my flaws or do I feel that I must
hide my weaknesses?”
2. Assertiveness
Assertiveness is the ability to express one’s feelings, convictions, and
opinions non-destructively in a manner that generally fosters open
communication. This may include pushing boundaries in order to
evoke a more open and creative forum among team members.
People who score high on assertiveness are able to articulate their
ideas clearly and with confidence. Assertiveness is often confused with
aggressiveness. Here is the difference. Aggressiveness is an attempt
to coerce and usually creates anxiety in the listener. Assertiveness
communicates that both parties are safe. i.e., “I’m not trying to hurt
you and I won’t let you hurt me.”
Successful leaders need to be able to articulate their ideas clearly,
or people will not be able to follow the leader. However, the stereotype aggressive leader (“My way or the highway!”) has been shown
by extensive research to achieve poor organisational climate and low
employee engagement resulting in inferiority profitability.
If you find that people don’t tell you all-important information,
they may be afraid of you. While some of this may be an irrational
response on their part, it may also be that your communication style
needs modification, i.e., from aggressive to assertive. This could be
achieved by having a balance and demonstrating the competency of
empathy.
3. Empathy
Empathy is the ability to be aware of and understand how others feel.
It is a key component of people-oriented and participative leadership.
This would include being sensitive to the feelings, concerns, and needs
of the co-workers and is able to see the world from their perspective.
Empathy can also be seen as demonstrating an active concern for
people and their needs by forming close and supportive relationships
with others.
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Leaders who lack of empathy may be perceived by others as cold,
uncaring, and having little interest in them as people. Leaders, who
score high on this competency, work to develop close bonds with
others. They spend time getting to know people, and are able to give
their colleagues the feeling that they are personally involved with them.
They tend to emphasize the importance of being generous and kind
and displaying a sincere interest in the well-being of others. If carried
to extremes, however, this closeness may cloud a leader’s objectivity
and result in decisions which do not properly consider the organization’s best interests. Hence it would be crucial for the leader to bear
in mind the saying “Familiarity breeds contempt”.
4. Independence
People who score high on Independence are self-reliant thinkers.
This competency emphasizes the importance of making decisions
independently; looking to themselves as the prime vehicle for decision making. They may get consultation from others to be sure that
they have all the information and ideas that they need. But, when the
time comes, they make up their own minds. People who score low on
independence overly rely upon other people’s advice.
You can access your own independence informally. Are there people
whom you can believe you could not run your company without? If so,
you may not have fully developed your ability to think independently.
After all, what if that person gets smashed by a truck tomorrow? Will
you close your shop?
Individuals with lower scores are less likely to feel that they have
the only answer to a question. They are less likely to follow their
own hunches or make independent judgments. Those with very low
scores may appear to lack confidence or to be overly influenced by
the strong opinions of others when making decisions. These leaders
may be perceived as yielding too much without attempting to influence outcomes.
Individuals with higher scores believe that, in the final analysis, they
have to please themselves. They display strong self-confidence and are
likely to believe that they are in the best position to know what is really
needed. Those with very high scores may be perceived as self-centred
or even arrogant; they may not acknowledge the merit of others’
observations. Hence, it would be prudent to ensure that these leaders
would need to exercise self-restraint so as not to be perceived as such.
5. Communication
Communication is the ability to state clearly what you want and
expect from others; clearly expressing your thoughts and ideas; maintaining a precise and constant flow of information.
Leaders who score low communicate in a more discreet fashion –
they tend to work on a “need to know” basis. They are less likely to
thoroughly present or explain their ideas and viewpoints or to pass
along information. These leaders may underestimate the importance
of communication. They may not recognize that inadequate communication can reduce effectiveness and cause ambiguity and unnecessary anxiety.
Leaders with higher scores sincerely believe in the importance of
keeping others informed. These leaders will spend time clearly defining
expectations and articulating their ideas, thoughts and views. Very high
scores may indicate a tendency to talk indiscriminately; these leaders
may not recognize that overburdening people with information may
actually make it harder for them to accomplish their work. Hence it
is critical for the leader to ensure that the message is delivered in the
manner and the most effective medium or channel to ensure that it
is well received.
6. Feedback

6
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Feedback is the ability to let others know in a straightforward
manner what you think of them, how well they have performed. This
is a crucial competency for all leaders who needs to demonstrate the
managerial coaching competency.
Leaders who score low are likely to give others little direct information about their performance. They may be concerned about hurting
others’ feelings, or they may assume that people know how they are
doing and need no critique. Or, the feedback they provide may be so
indirect that their message is not understood by the recipient. They
may find that they have neither encouraged good work nor addressed
performance problems.
The effective leader realizes the need to give positive feedback
when appropriate, but also to address inadequate performance or
inappropriate behaviour. People who score high provide frank and
direct feedback to others. They let others know what they really think.
Individuals with very high scores may be seen as overly critical and
blunt; they may create defensive reactions or find that their message
is discounted because of the way they deliver it.

“

Ask yourself such questions as “How much do I
like myself?” “Do I frequently over-estimate what
I can achieve?” “Can I accept that people like
and respect me despite my flaws or do I feel that I
must hide my weaknesses?”.”

Conclusion
Therefore, leaders need an array of emotional & social intelligence
competencies to be successful, and the good news is, that these can
be developed with the right development support including training
and coaching The earlier described emotional & social intelligence
competencies can contribute to a leader’s success. You may be able to
prepare yourself for success by building your abilities in these areas.
There are proven methods to do so. LE
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The Secret Sauce Of Successful Leadership
Know the 5 D’s of leadership
By Bejoy Mathew

We often look at extremely successful leaders and wonder “What
makes them so successful?”. If you ever wonder the secret sauce of
successful leadership, a good portion of that boils down to The Five
D’s of Leadership. Extremely successful leaders separate themselves
from the rest in terms of how they balance and focus on the Five D’s
of Leadership.
1. Discover - Successful leaders never ever settle on their wins but
constantly strive to discover newer ideas and concepts that ensure
continued success. Each conversation or meeting is an ideation and
discovery journey for them. Since they are always on discovery mode,
they entertain new connections, networks and conversations that often
result in validating an existing idea or uncovering a new opportunity.
These leaders not only self-discover but also influence and motivate
people around them to self-discover as well.

2. Drive - Great leaders take pride in driving the top ideas that
they strongly believe. For them activation of an idea is a continuous
demonstration their commitment and passion. Many of them set a
“Lead by example” tone for their organization by driving and demonstrating successful implementation of their ideas. They believe in
driving the top ideas to ensure successful outcome and to elevate and
amplify their knowledge on that domain.
3. Delegate - As a leader it is not practical to get involved or drive
every single project or ideas they believe. This is where the power of
delegation comes to play. Successful leaders drive or closely participate
on the top priority projects to demonstrate the commitment and to
impart confidence to the team. However, scale requires thoughtful
delegation. By carefully identifying the delegates and coaching them,
these leaders not only create a high potential team but also solidly
the trust with the team. This strategy also enables the leaders to focus
and prioritize their time on discovering and validating newer ideas.
4. Delay - Leaders should know what to delay and when to delay.
For successful leaders delay is a strategy to keep the team focused on
critical projects the organization absolutely requires. For outstanding leaders delay is also a tactic to buy enough time to validate and
solidify the priority, value and approach on projects that they are not
fully convinced on.
5. Delete - What not to do is an area where many leaders struggle
but outstanding leaders excel. For exceptional leaders, delete strategy
is an active demonstration of the fail fast and fail smart model they
believe and embrace. Successful leaders are good in recognizing when
to exit or cancel an initiative and more importantly how to apply those
learning’s on subsequent projects.
Hope these 5 hashtags #discover #drive #delegate #delay
#delete can help you on your future leadership decisions and transform you to a better and more effective leader.
Does any of the above leadership hashtags resonate with you
more? If so I would love to hear your comments and thoughts. LE
Note: The views expressed here are my personal views and do not necessarily reflect the
thoughts, opinions, intentions, plans or strategies of my current or former employer(s) or any
other institutions, organizations that I am associated with.
Bejoy Mathew, is a senior director and visionary with more than 18 years of
leadership experience in digital technology delivery, strategic planning, business transformation and innovation. He is the inventor of several patented or
patent pending solutions on digital space. He is highly passionate on people,
leadership, innovation, entrepreneurship and transformation.
Follow @iBejoy
Connect Bejoy Mathew
Email bejoymathew@yahoo.com

Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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Leading Change Without
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Motivate [quick tips guide]

Workplace transformation starts with you.

Download your FREE guides at dalecarnegie.com/free-guides

Copyright © 2015 Dale Carnegie & Associates, Inc. All rights online reserved. freedigitialdownload-adv1

Engaging Leadership
Getting employee engagement right
By Bill Treasurer

Employee engagement is one of those hot topic leadership areas.
The evidence is overwhelming that when employees are highly engaged
at work, profits and performance dramatically increase. When employers genuinely care about their employees, and their employees
genuinely care about furthering the goals of the organization, work
is more enjoyable and workers are more productive.
The fact that leaders should make employee engagement a top
priority is self-evident. The business case doesn’t need to be endlessly
re-argued. It is very simple to understand. Employee engagement good,
disengagement bad. The business case has been decidedly won. We get it.
Yet despite being convinced of its importance, many leaders
(and the organizations they serve) are still challenged with how
to “do” employee engagement.

It may surprise you to know that one of the best examples of a fully
engaged workforce comes from a government entity. It is an agency
with intense political and public scrutiny. It’s an agency that has
suffered through a declining budget for over 25 years. The agency is
involved in extremely dangerous work that often involves coordinating the work of thousands of employees and outside contractors. The
costs of failure often involve lost lives and billions of dollars. Despite
all of these challenges, and maybe because of all these challenges, the
workforce is highly engaged. Since its inception, this agency has always
been a recruiting magnet, and always had high employee retention.
Moreover, out of over 280 agencies within the federal government,
this organization ranks #1 in employee engagement.
Can you guess which government agency it is?

10
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NASA. So what explains their wild success at getting employee
engagement right? More importantly, what practices can you leverage
to inspire more engagement in your own workforce? Here’s how they
do it (and how you can too):
• Have an Inspiring Mission: Since its inception, NASA has
been a mission-led organization. Its current mission is to ‘pioneer
the future in space exploration, scientific discovery and aeronautics
research’. Employees don’t see themselves as cogs in some impersonal
machine, they see themselves as contributing to important exploration
that will benefit all of humankind.
• Provide Challenging Work: From landing a man on the moon,
to the Hubble telescope exploring the universe, to landing a rover on
Mars, the work is hard, fraught with challenge, and takes tremendous
courage. John F. Kennedy famously said, we do such things “not because
they are easy, but because they are hard…because the challenge is one
that we are willing to accept, one we are unwilling to postpone, and
one which we intend to win.”
• Build on the Past to Create the Future: NASA has a rich
and hard-earned history, full of glorious triumph and heartbreaking
tragedy. People who join NASA know they are getting to become part
of a legacy of exploration. It is not uncommon for NASA retirees to
return to work on a volunteer basis just so they can continue being
part of NASA’s pioneering history.
• Be Confident Enough to Make and Learn from Mistakes:
The work of NASA is supremely risky. While mitigating risks is a top
priority of all NASA missions, mistakes happen and tragedies occur.
When they do, NASA never shies away from assessing itself soberly and
courageously. It refuses not to learn from its mistakes. It also refuses
not to innovate, which requires experimentation and mistake-making.
• Have Leaders Worthy of Admiration: The head of NASA is
Charlie Bolden, an astronaut who flew four space shuttle missions.
He is also an Annapolis graduate, Marine, and Viet Nam vet. But
Charlie isn’t just admired for his stellar background. He’s beloved for
being a courageous, but down-to-earth human being who genuinely
cares about the workforce.
Employee engagement matters. Getting it right may not be easy,
but if a bureaucratic government agency with over 20,000 employees
can get it right, so can your organization. And when you get employee
engagement right, performance will be out of this world. LE
©2013. Bill Treasurer. All rights reserved.
Bill Treasurer is a professional speaker and the Chief Encouragement Officer
of Giant Leap Consulting. His most recent book, Leaders Open Doors,
became the top-selling leadership book on Amazon. Bill is also the author of
Courage Goes to Work and Courageous Leadership: A Program for Using
Courage to Transform the Workplace. Bill has worked with thousands of
executives from top organizations, including NASA, Accenture, CNN, UBS
Bank, Spanx, Hugo Boss, the Pittsburgh Pirates, and the US Department of
Veterans Affairs.
Email: bonnie@giantleapconsulting.com
Visit www.billtreasurer.com
Follow @btreasurer
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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A Strategist. Are You One?
Connection between leadership and strategy
By Jacques Lorrain

All Leaders – in business or working for a government - would
be ready to answer “Yes” but wait before answering my question.
Let’s first try to define what a strategist is. He/she is a long term
thinker who will be able to anticipate and even react to all kinds of
potential consequences and also be ready to have a fall-back position
“just in case” his/her strategy would fail. Basically he/she is a much
focused individual with a vision, a plan and has direction. By becoming
a strategist, you then become the Leader YOUR business – government included - NEEDS.
I have noticed today that many Leaders DON’T understand that
there is a connection between Leadership and Strategy. A strategy
is FAR from being a destination or even a solution and it’s also not
something we solved. It’s a journey and it happens to need continuous Leadership.
The reality is that most organizations today don’t have a strategy
as they confuse it with other important – but very different – things.
In business, if we don’t have the right strategy and our Team works
hard, have great service and/or products and have the right culture
OUR organization is at risk.
A good Leader with the right strategy has never been more important
to organizations of all sizes. It is a critical component of any winning
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management strategy. Those strategist Leaders who take responsibility
for introducing an effective risk management can and will gain commercial competitive advantage and in turn ensure that issues such as
governance are properly addressed.
An organization needs strategist people at ALL levels – juniors and
seniors. The reason is that it takes a junior strategist to implement
what a senior strategist wants done and it takes a junior strategist to
help a senior strategist arrive at his conclusions.
Once you have the right strategy, you need to understand what it
means for people who have to actually go out and implement that
strategy through sales.
Becoming a strategist Leader will definitely set you apart from the
rest of the pack as it’s the key attribute to Leadership. LE
Jacques Lorrain is a management consultant and president of Jarin Ltd. He
is a senior executive and a results-oriented professional with excellent consultative approaches and with a focus on the value proposition, management,
planning, analysis, negotiating, problem solving and organizational skills
when solving problems for internal or external clients.
Email jarin_ltd@sympatico.ca
Connect Jacques Lorrain
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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Loyalty
7 ways unforgettable leaders inspire loyalty
By Carol Kinsey Goman

Think loyalty is dead? Think again.
Loyalty may not look like it did 20 years ago - when companies
offered career-long employment and workers unquestioningly followed orders - but loyalty is far from deceased. Loyalty is an intrinsic
human characteristic based on emotional attachment that can be
tapped, nurtured and developed.
Inspiring loyalty takes leaders with insight into the human heart
and sensitivity toward the hopes and aspirations of others. If you’ve
ever worked with such a leader, I know it’s an experience you will
never forget.
In my seminars on the Power of Collaborative Leadership, I share examples from executives I’ve interviewed about their most memorable and
inspiring bosses. Here are seven ways unforgettable leaders inspire loyalty:

“

Loyalty may not look like it did 20 years ago when companies offered career-long employment
and workers unquestioningly followed orders - but
loyalty is far from deceased.”

1) They encourage you to continuously improve
We knew she wanted us to succeed. She was always acknowledging our good work and at the same time, pushing us to improve. She
had an almost magical ability to urge us to excel in ways that never
trivialized our current achievements.
2) They trust you
I always felt that my boss absolutely trusted me when he gave me
assignments. Essentially, he sized up who he had on his team, and then
decided who was best to get the job done. When he picked assignments
for me, he also took responsibility for having chosen me. He gave me absolute freedom to succeed or fail, but I always felt supported by this man.
With the assurance of both his trust and his commitment, I felt that
whether I won or lost, he was with me. I gave that job everything I had.
3) They know you – they really know you
I was at a claim office of about 125 employees, walking through the
office with the claim manager. This particular manager had received
fantastic feedback on our Quality Leadership Measurement System
survey, so I was curious to watch her with her people to figure out
what generated not only the good financial results, but also this great
feedback. And as we walked through the room, conversing about the
normal work conditions, she would often stop and refer to specific
individuals: “Steve over there has been in our area for 15 years. Steve
also coaches Little League. He’s got a winning record this year.” We’d
then move on to someone else, and as we left that person’s area, quietly
the claim manager would say, “Sally had some problems with her
daughter this year. She’s a teenager, you know. And these are tough
years. We’ve had many sessions behind closed doors where she’s trying
to sort through these problems.”
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It became apparent to me that this woman knew all of her people. And
I don’t mean just knew their jobs. She knew each individual — what
their concerns were, what got them excited. She knew when they were
upbeat because things were going well, and she knew when they were
struggling and needed her time and attention. When I asked, “‘How
on earth can you do this for 125 people?” she replied: “That’s my job.”
4) They include you
My boss, the CEO, was brilliant — a genius who thought way outside
the box. Although I suspect he had the answers all the time, he spent
hours talking with us, involving us and making us feel as if we were an
integral part of a huge transformation— as if we were making history.
And he got so much out of all of us. Working with him was exciting, exhausting, time consuming, incredibly intense, and absolutely thrilling.
5) They share your values
We shared exactly the same values and high aspirations about wanting
to make the company a truly great place for people to work for the long
term – and we agreed about what it was going to take to achieve that
goal. How many vice presidents of Human Resources could be so lucky
as to have this kind of alignment of values with their boss? Not many!
6) They join your team
The leaders I recall as the most inspirational were also the ones who
were “in the boat” with me. They didn’t stay above the job or the project
or the exercise or the problem. Instead, they became part of the team,
so that we felt we were all working together to find collaborative solutions to our challenges.
7) They motivate you
The best leader I ever worked for combined a deep understanding
of organizational dynamics with an exceptional talent for dealing with
people. At meetings he would pose questions that left us curious,
energized, engaged, and highly motivated. We couldn’t do enough
for him. Sometimes I wondered if we were all hypnotized. I’ve never
seen people work so hard for someone and still want to do more.
Building loyalty has as many different faces as the people you lead.
It’s about the daily encouragement and support that only happens
when you understand and embrace employees at the human level. It’s
about including and connecting in ways that makes people want to go
“above and beyond” because of that personal connection, affection,
and respect. One executive summed up his experience: “People will
be almost embarrassingly loyal to a leader who is loyal to them.” LE
Carol Kinsey Goman, Ph.D., is an international keynote speaker, author,
and leadership presence coach. For the past 25 years she has helped senior
managers, female leaders, politicians, entrepreneurs, and salespeople build
their influence, impact, and collaboration skills. Carol is a leadership contributor for Forbes.com and the author of twelve business books, including
The Silent Language of Leaders: How Body Language Can Help – or Hurt
– How You Lead.
Email Carol@CarolKinseyGoman.com
Visit www.CarolKinseyGoman.com
Follow @CGoman
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Employees choose
the areas of focus
they want to work on.

As an employer, are you committed to helping your
employees become engaged, better performers and
motivated each and every day?

1

Choose area of focus

Employees choose
how they learn.

2

How employees learn

You should and now you can!
The Personal Excellence App for Personal Development
does this daily: builds alignment, skills, motivation, and much
more within your organization. In your brand, you will be able
to align content and learning objectives to the key values and
objectives you have set for your organization. Map content
and exercises to your employees that help your organization
achieve its goals while developing all your leaders. In addition,
you will be able to embed custom training and content and
messages that can reach your employees daily, motivating and
inspiring them each and every day.

3

Spend 3-5 minutes of the day

No software
In your brand
Download statistics on employee usage
Key Performance Indicators for employees
Align content with Corporate Values and Mission
Quick Employee Survey and polling
Add your custom content, or content from
our marketplace.
Communicate with
your staff.

Brand the app with
your logo.

Conduct polls with
your employees.

Phone: 1.877.472.6648 | info@personalexcellenceapp.com | www.personalexcellenceapp.com

Do you wake up each
and every day and say:

Download version 1.2
Register

Applications

About

Customers

New/Resources

Contact

Login

Buy Now

Exceed Your Potential
Learn More

“Today I am going to work on becoming a better person,
..a better leader,
..a better role model for my friends and family,
..a better coworker!”?

The Personal Development App designed to help you achieve your potential.
Available now for both Android and iPhone

You can do it in 3-5 minutes a day.
Imagine having a personal coach each and
every day to help motivate, inspire, guide and
direct you to Exceed your Potential.
The Personal Excellence App will introduce
you to positive, constructive leadership
concepts that will help you clearly define
your goals, improve your performance, and
enhance your inner self.

Phone: 1.877.472.6648 | info@personalexcellenceapp.com | www.personalexcellenceapp.com

The Disciplined Leader
Keeping the focus on what really matters
By John Manning

Part of leading yourself is learning when to challenge yourself at
strategic moments in your professional life. When I look back at my
career, several big professional growth spurts were directly attributable
to when I pushed my comfort zone. These were times in which I had
little or no experience with a particular area or in a certain subject. I
had to learn on the fly as I took on and mastered those new projects
or responsibilities, a strategy that enabled me to really accelerate my
career. That made me a big believer in the importance of periodically
pushing your comfort zone. From a professional standpoint, tackling
something new has the power to build your capacity for success and
is a great discipline worth pursuing.
Management Action Programs, Inc. (MAP) once worked with
a company that was managing two very different business models:
(1) low-margin yet dynamic products that consistently got lots of
publicity and attention; and (2) boring but high-margin products
that garnered little enthusiasm from the company’s leadership and its
staff. As MAP’s consultant was helping the company to identify its
Vital Few, everyone realized that as uncomfortable as it made them
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feel, the company drastically needed to change its resource allocation
and start investing heavily in building the lucrative, albeit lackluster
division of their business. They all thought it would be super to be
“rich and famous” but also agreed that “famous” could—and would
have to—wait. The real challenge for everyone was to let go of what
was fun and felt comfortable while focusing and building upon this
less-riveting yet sturdier business bedrock. In the end, the payoff was
huge: just one year later, the company had experienced a seven-figure,
bottom-line turnaround.
To push your comfort zone, how do you decide where to start? The
structure of this book allows you to review the lessons and determine
your Vital Few practices that really stretch your comfort zone and are
critical to reaching your leadership potential. How will you know
what those are? The vital ones will give you the biggest bang for your
buck in self-development, progress, and personal reward. This could
include taking on habits tied to areas in which you have very little
experience. Or, it might be taking on a new commitment outside
your company, something that broadens your experience and opens
Leadership Excellence Essentials presented by HR.com | 12.2015

The Disciplined Leader

doors to new connections and professional possibilities. Once you
identify what you want to do or learn, incorporate that into your
leadership development plan, so it becomes a real target—a challenge
you’re committed to addressing. Then, hold yourself accountable to
ensure it happens. Here are some considerations tied to pushing your
comfort zone:
View learning as an opportunity to grow confidence. Knowledge
is power. The more you know, the more equipped you will be to effectively lead and manage over the course of your career. Not only
will you feel more in control, but you’ll also display more confidence
because of the prior experience you’ve gained by challenging yourself.
When it comes to embracing knowledge and what’s new, people
working in the technology industry provide a perfect example for us
all. They must have powerful self-initiative and motivational drive,
particularly by endlessly innovating to remain cutting edge in their
line of work. They can’t fall behind in their field. If they do, it can put
their careers, reputations, livelihood, and even their self-esteem at risk.
Trust in the power of learning. Early in my career I developed
a reputation for being someone who was motivated to learn new
things and take on difficult assignments. One of the big benefits of
this approach was that management noticed I was proactive about my
professional growth. They started seeing me as different from some of
my peers. As new internal job opportunities opened up, I successfully
climbed the corporate ladder.
Likewise, if you are willing to push your comfort zone and learn
new things, people will probably recognize your efforts, too. It’s
a great way to set yourself apart from others and get ahead more
quickly in your career. As people notice, the efforts you’ve made will
pay off— perhaps you’ll land that breakthrough client, someone who
never gave you the time of day until you took that self-initiative to
become smarter or more skilled at business development. On top
of this, your newfound skills and expertise could earn you a better
position within your current company or a more challenging, exciting
opportunity outside it. Maybe it will pan out in the form of greater
financial rewards, a payback that can be particularly satisfying if you’ve
personally invested hard earned dollars, time, or other resources into
your self-improvement goal. The benefit might not seem obvious or
be immediate, but it will eventually become clear.
A compelling story on trusting in the power of learning comes from
the 2005 commencement speech delivered to Stanford University
graduates by the late Steve Jobs. In the speech, he explained how his
seemingly random decision to take a calligraphy class later contributed
to his success in computers. When he and his design team built the
first Macintosh, they developed it with the beautiful typography that is
now an everyday feature to all computers today. When he first signed
up for that class, he was simply doing something he enjoyed. The full
benefit of what he learned didn’t become clear until about ten years
later in his life—but it certainly did become clear.
Make it fun! If you make the conscientious choice to view your
self-improvement—even the professional kind—in a lighthearted,
positive way, you can actually enjoy whatever it is you’ve decided to
learn. Approach the goal you’ve set with a positive, grateful attitude,
and your perception about the goal and the journey will simply feel
easier, less like work, and more like fun.
View this commitment as something you want to do, not something
you have to do, thinking of it in terms of exploring fresh horizons,
creating new relationships, pushing exciting personal boundaries, and
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so forth. When you set a goal to learn something new, actively plan
for a way to make the experience enjoyable.
Some years back, I worked at a Fortune 500 company and led a
cross-functional team tasked with automating our customer-service
system for frontline employees. In doing this, my team and I were way
outside our comfort zone mainly because the project was so massive. We
experienced a lot of ups and downs. However, throughout the course
of the project and even at its most challenging moments, we found
ways to make it fun. We would celebrate small wins by going out to
different restaurants and recognizing individuals who were making a
difference. We also developed a process to acknowledge people who
demonstrated commitment to the project, and this became so popular
the entire company ended up adopting the recognition process.
We rewarded people who contributed to the project’s success in
small ways by giving them candy and little gifts, and, to our surprise,
people had more fun with the small rather than large incentives. Our
approach provided a lot of great laughs (endorphins!) and camaraderie amid the trials and errors of creatively collaborating as a team
on such a lofty goal.
There are many things in life that aren’t necessarily fun but must be
done. So if you’re going to take on something new in your professional
development, building up the fun factor will make it more attractive
and certainly more doable, too.
In Summary: The Disciplined Leader recognizes pushing the
comfort zone can become a fun challenge that makes professional
and personal growth more rewarding. Challenging your comfort zone
can accelerate and lead to new career opportunities, building your
potential to achieve your leadership goals.
Take Action!
●● Make a list of things that you want to learn that will push your
comfort zone. Incorporate your top picks into your self-development
plan.
●● Take a class in a relevant field that will push you in new ways
and sharpen your skills.
●● Seek more responsibility in the areas you want to develop. These
areas can be inside or outside of work. LE
John Manning is the President of Management Action Programs, Inc.
(MAP), a general management consulting firm based in Southern California.
Since 1960, MAP has tapped its talent and expertise to help 170,000 leaders
in over 15,000 organizations nationwide create breakthrough results. John
has diverse experience in business leadership, having held executive positions
in Fortune 500 companies in operations, marketing, and sales. Formerly
the Director of Operations for McKesson Water Products, Inc., he was also
part of a leadership team that took the company national. This move made
McKesson one of the third largest bottled-water company in the United
States before it was later bought by Danone in 2000.
Visit www.mapconsulting.com
Connect John Manning
Follow @JohnMManning
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Succession Planning
The foundations of a leadership succession plan
By Joe Abusamra

It’s the circle of life, enterprise style.
Eventually, your managers, directors and even senior executives will
have to hand the reigns over to the next wave of leaders.
It’s inevitable, much like death and taxes. However, the question
is whether you should start recruiting externally or look in-house for
talent that could step up to the plate. Although it’s not the answer in
every situation, promoting internally has several advantages:
• New leaders are already familiar with your organization’s culture,
priorities and goals.
• Subordinates may trust a familiar face more than an outsider.
• You can save on the costs associated with external recruitment.
• The transition process can begin earlier, facilitating a smooth
transfer of knowledge.
• Career progression opportunities may assist with retaining
valued employees.
To prepare new leaders and create a talent pipeline, organizations
can take a strategic approach that begins long before leaders make
their exit. A strong succession plan leverages reliable information
about workers’ strengths, career ambitions and potential to prepare
the next generation of leaders in anticipation of workforce changes.
The value of strong succession planning
Succession strategies serve as a linchpin in an organization’s ongoing
success. According to the Institute of Executive Development (IED)
and Stanford University’s Rock Center for Corporate Governance, a
few tactical shifts could help many organizations more fully leverage
the value of succession planning, turning it into a value-add process,
instead of a reactive one.
The IED and Stanford University asked directors and executives
at 20 enterprises about their organization’s leadership development
strategies. Based on their discussions, they suggested enterprises take
the following steps to bolster their plans:
• Correlate the skill sets required to run their organizations and
the individuals capable of acquiring those abilities.
• Implement succession plans as ongoing and comprehensive
leadership development plan, not just risk management measures.
• Connect talent management with succession planning, providing
valuable insight into what sort of capabilities potential leaders could
bring to the table.
Stanford’s David Larcker noted that strong leadership is critical to
the long-term success of each organization, emphasizing the value of
taking a holistic, integrated and proactive approach.
“Research shows that companies with sound succession plans tend
to do better,” he said.
The foundations of a successful succession plan
Succession plans are driven by information regarding an organization’s direction, operations and workforce. Developing leadership
preparation programs can be broken down into a three-step process:
1. Assess objectives that will lead to the organization’s future success.
Deloitte noted that understanding which elements support their organization’s continuity helps stakeholders identify the best way forward.
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2. Determine how the organization can adjust operations, reposition investments and establish processes to achieve predefined goals.
Executives should also observe how an organization’s culture influences day-to-day transactions, as attitudes and perspectives impact
employee commitments.
3. Identify talent capable of nurturing endeavors that will lead to
the organization’s success. This goes beyond measuring each worker’s
performance, also pinpointing which prospects are capable of meeting
future needs.
Once decision makers reach the last step, they can take calculated
actions to mentor, train and develop the leaders they’re looking for.
Organizations should take employees’ career goals into consideration,
holding conversations from early stages and investing in their professional development. This kind of commitment and communication
also increases employee engagement and retention.

“

To prepare new leaders and create a talent pipeline, organizations can take a strategic approach
that begins long before leaders make their exit. A
strong succession plan leverages reliable information about workers’ strengths, career ambitions and
potential to prepare the next generation of leaders
in anticipation of workforce changes.”

Beyond leadership development
Although there are natural-born leaders in the professional landscape, some individuals may not have the background and experience
of outside candidates, but do have the potential to learn and thrive.
A talent analytics solution may identify these prospects, enabling the
current leadership to take them under its wing.
Succession planning lays a firm foundation for a strong future. But its
value can be felt both now and in the future. A robust, comprehensive
approach that develops staff and recognizes strong performance also
inspires confidence and job satisfaction, raising the potential of the
workforce as a whole and retaining key talent. As such, the right data
and tools can be incredibly powerful agents of meaningful, lasting
change to invigorate the entire organization...while preparing for
those leadership changes. LE
Joe Abusamra is Vice President, Product Marketing, at NGA.NET. He has
over 20 years’ experience in the high technology software market, having held
senior positions in marketing, product marketing and product management
for high-growth companies. He writes about HR technology and talent management issues at http://www.nga.net/nga-blog and for industry sites.
Email Joe.Abusamra@acendre.com
Connect: Joe Abusamra
Follow @JoeAbusamra
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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5000 On-Demand HR Webinars
1200 + eLearning Credits
130 + Strategic Credits (SPHR + SHRM-SCP)
40 + Global Credits (GPHR)
50 + California Credits (PHR-CA, SPHR-CA)

PHR

SPHR

SHRM-CP/SHRM-SCP

• 60 General Recertification
Credits

• 15 Strategic Business
Management Recertification
Credits
• 45 General Recertification
Credits

• 60 Personal Development
Credits

Maximum of 20 Webcast Credits.
Unlimited eLearning Credits.

Maximum of 20 Webcast Credits.
Unlimited eLearning Credits.

Maximum of 30 Self-Paced
Unlimited Instructor-Led

RECERTIFICATION PROGRAM
•
•
•
•

Unlimited eLearning Credits
Unlimited Webcasts
Unlimited Virtual Conferences
Credits per Webcast:
- HRCI / eLearning Credit
- SHRM / eLearning Credit
- IHR Credit
- WorldatWork Credit

In Association with

Get Completely
Recertified For

$250

GET STARTED AT:
www.hr.com/recertification

Loners At Heart
Great leaders are often loners in disguise
By Mark Stevens

Conventional wisdom holds that great leaders are the charming
and vivacious men and women who can work a room the way a rock
star lights up a stage. That they are born to it, naturals, to which
command and control comes effortlessly.
In most cases, the polar opposite is the truth. The little known fact is
that leaders are often loners at heart. Even more than that, they prefer
to be by themselves and ironically, it is this isolationist part of their
personas that drive their ability to think, innovate and to inspire others.
When you study history, you see that Lincoln loved nothing more
than reading by himself. FDR was happiest when he was alone,
tending to his stamp collection. Richard Nixon virtually locked
himself in the Oval Office. And neither Bill Gates, Steve Jobs nor
Mark Zuckerberg were the life of the party. Their most rewarding
and comfortable times were when they were in self-imposed isolation.
There are two main epiphanies that we can all draw from this:
1. No, you don’t have to be a larger than life extrovert to lead and
to lead well. Your personality style is often irrelevant.
2. We should all learn how to thrive alone. This provides us with
a fierce sense of independence and the time and mindset to dream,
to free associate, to think of the ideas and the insights that can drive
people to want to follow you. To be inspired by you.
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U.S President John Kennedy once told a highly distinguished
gathering of the best and the brightest dining at a White House
reception room:
“Never have such an accomplished group of people dined here
together since Thomas Jefferson dined here alone.”
I have known and worked with many of the greats from Carl Icahn
to Treasury Secretary William Simon.
Extraordinary people. Loners all. LE
Mark Stevens, CEO, leads MSCO, the marketing firm specializing in
strategy and integrated marketing solutions. A bestselling author and popular
media commentator (CNBC and Fox Business), Mark shook the marketing
establishment with his Business Week bestseller, “Your Marketing Sucks.”
and more than twenty additional business books including “Your Company
Sucks.” which identifies the four major reasons why companies fail, and King
Icahn, the only biography of the legendary financier. Stevens is also a popular
and compelling speaker. Among his major presentations he has served as a
featured presenter at The Wharton School Of Business, Siemens Global CEO
Conference and The Heritage Foundation
Email mscosocial@msco.com
Connect Mark Stevens
Follow @yourmktingsucks
Would like to Comment? Please Click Here.
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HRCI & SHRM
CERTIFICATION 2015

Do You Plan on Becoming HR Certified?
Our HR Certification Courses average a 93% pass rate among participants
Our Prep Course Includes:
• Small class sizes
(35 people per online class)
• 6 workbooks covering all functional areas of HR
• Hundreds of quick study flashcards
• A personal HR.com instructor, with 30 hours
of personal guidance.
• 2 one hour sessions per week, for 16 weeks
• Blended Learning
• Self Paced eLearning course
Coming October 2015
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Course Scheduling:
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SHRM-CP + SHRM-SCP Testing Window
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How Can I Prepare?

2 • Self-Paced” eLearning Course
• LMS-Based learning platform, featuring
20 + hours of instruction
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www.hr.com/prepcourse
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HR CERTIFICATION:
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•
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30 hours of live, instructor-led online sessions
Our instructors serve a mentorship role
PASS RATE
Instructors keep you studying on a carefully scheduled timeline
Small class sizes of 20 students will ensure that you get the attention that you need to be successful

HRCP 2015 Study Program Materials:
• Our program includes the entire set of materials from HRCP
(Human Resources Certification Preparation)
• Materials include: 6 Study Guides, 100s of Flashcards, and over 800 online
practice exam questions
Self Paced eLearning Course
•
•
•
•

Industry leading LMS-Based learning platform tailored specifically for HR Certification Exams
20+ hours of interactive instruction and tutorials
Includes complete learning package (Study Manuals, 800 Practice Questions)
Available October 2015
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Safety Strategy
What great leaders do well
By Shawn M. Galloway

O ccasionally, some of the greatest truths in business are Leaders need both the zoom in and zoom out capability as well

found not only in the musings of great business leaders, but
also in the creative genius of authors of fiction. Consider the
exchange between the characters Alice and the Cheshire Cat of
Lewis Carroll’s novel, Alice in Wonderland. “Would you tell me,
please, which way I ought to go from here?” “That depends a
good deal on where you want to get to,” said the Cat. “I don’t
much care where–” said Alice. “Then it doesn’t matter which
way you go,” said the Cat. “–so long as I get SOMEWHERE,”
Alice added as an explanation. “Oh, you’re sure to do that,” said
the Cat, “if you only walk long enough.”
Activities Follow Strategy
The popular paraphrasing that’s followed this famous fictional
dialogue, “If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will
get you there,” holds great truth and is often found within many
organizations when goals are set to improve both safety performance and culture. It is typical for a well-intentioned leader to
begin attempting to improve safety by focusing on the tactics,
activities and methodology, without first determining what
results they should provide and how progress will be measured.
Most of ProAct Safety’s client organizations, who are already
leaders in their industry for safety performance, do not recognize
sustainable improvement resulting from more meetings, activities
and mandates, and realize that more of the same rarely brings
change. With fewer resources and increasing competitiveness
in operational priorities, it is imperative organizations remain
strategically focused on both the overarching strategic framework
that prioritizes decisions, and on the minutia of choosing the
precise intervention proactively, and aggressively monitoring
measurements that provide insight into progress.
Worthy Metaphors
In Zoom In, Zoom Out, Rosabeth Moss Kanter of Harvard
Business School writes, “The lens through which leaders view
the world can help or hinder their ability to make good strategic
decisions, especially during a crisis. Zoom in, and get a close
look at select details - perhaps too close to make sense of them.
Zoom out, and see the big picture - but perhaps miss some
subtleties and nuances. Zoom buttons on digital devices let us
examine images from many viewpoints. They also provide an
apt metaphor for modes of strategic thinking.”
Another metaphor worth considering comes from Roger L.
Martin of the Rotman School of Management at the University
of Toronto. In The Execution Trap, Martin writes of how the
corporation can be conceived of as “a white-water river in which
choices cascade from the top to the bottom. Each set of rapids
is a point in the corporation where choices could be made,
with each upstream choice affecting the choice immediately
downstream. Those at the top of the company make the broader,
more abstract choices involving larger long-term investments,
whereas the employees toward the bottom make more concrete,
day-to-day decisions that directly influence customer service
and satisfaction.”
Zoom In on the Customers of Safety
How improvement objectives are prioritized and executed
determines not just sustainability of results, but buy-in as well.
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as an understanding that the decisions to improve safety will be
carried out by others and often impact other business priorities.
When Martin writes of how the day-to-day decisions influence
customer service and satisfaction, consider that employees of all
levels, contractors and vendors included, are customers in safety.
Do they see the value in, and rationale of, the improvement
direction that often results in additional responsibilities, activities
and paperwork? Strategies are rarely executed well when those
involved are operating under the mentality of have-to. If these
customers of ours are not informed and enabled to zoom out
to see the big picture (i.e., what does safety excellence look like
and how this contributes toward it), can we expect to solicit
more than compliance behavior?
What Great Leaders Do
Great leaders choose an improvement direction after it is
clear to them and those who support it precisely where they
are going. They do not get disrupted by nor react to events
with new programs. They have a dual, proactive-prioritization
strategic framework that justifies and validates return on investment of initiatives, aligned to prevent incidents and injuries,
and continuously mature the culture. Strong, proactive, positive
accountability systems are in place to enhance the leaders’ role
in soliciting discretionary performance, challenging status-quo
thinking and managing the experiences, story-telling and beliefs
within the culture.
Finally, great leaders are not satisfied with great results. They
measure both leading (i.e., activities) and transformational (i.e.,
performance progress) indicators to validate and create confidence
in the lagging indicator results. When transformational results
are reached, there is unquestionable and shared conviction in
the ability to repeat and continuously improve. Great leaders
not only achieve Zero Injuries, but Sustainable Safety Culture
Excellence as well. LE
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Let It Go
Making room for new opportunities
By Priscilla Archangel

Technology changes and times change, but sometimes it’s Threats), evaluating the financial, client and public relations

hard to let go of what was once a good thing.
I recently decided (in a fury of “decluttering”) to remove the
perfectly good CD/cassette tape stereo from my office bookshelf
and give it to charity. Truthfully, I hadn’t even used it in years. It
was just taking up space that can be better occupied by something
more relevant. Then, in another burst of energy and insight, I
gathered up all the old cassette tapes stored away (for what?),
the CD/DVD teaching packages that were regularly dusted but
otherwise ignored, and gave it all away in boxes to The Salvation Army. I’ll admit that I had a moment of sentimentality.
The information and music shared via these mediums was still
good, but the method and technology no longer met my needs.
I listen to music on my smart phone now, and watch videos on
my laptop or iPad.
Technology is shifting in other venues as well
My husband gleefully announced to me the other day that, in
addition to the traditional blimps, drones were now being used
to film golf tournaments. And the drones are able to get great
angles and shots never before seen, making watching the game
all the more enjoyable for him (a golf fanatic).
The owner of Columbia House, a formerly well-known mail
order music giant recently filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection. They acknowledged that annual revenue from their
membership based sales of CDs and DVDs had been dropping
over the past 20 years from a high of $1.4B to just $17M.
Media companies have announced disappointing earnings
amid a significant ratings decline at the top cable channels. The
concern is that more consumers are dropping traditional cable
TV packages and “cutting the cord”, switching to streaming
media services such as the internet and Netflix.
Technology is enabling far greater consumption of media.
The difference is that we can now watch what we want, when
we want it, and how we want it.
So where does that leave us in the business realm?
Remember that corporations are simply collections of people
like you and I. We bring our traditions, preferences, approaches
and personal styles to our individual roles; that are then somehow
integrated into the organizational culture. Many companies have
failed to adopt new methodologies, often because their people
rely too closely on what worked in the past. They continue to
utilize company resources to support products, processes and
initiatives whose “expiration date” has past.
Instead, each organization should conduct an annual review
of what they should STOP doing. Where are they holding on
to old ways of doing things just because it’s familiar? Where are
they getting stuck in the past because they used to make money
that way? Where do they need to cut the cord, make a clean
break, sweep out the dregs, and provide clean space to innovate
on new approaches?
Obviously this isn’t easy because there are people who have
a vested interest in some of these outdated, expired products,
processes and services. But start the conversation by doing a
SWOT analysis (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and
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implications, and focusing on the leading edge of innovation
in that space.
The role of leadership is to drive and manage change, bringing
the internal and external stakeholders to the crisis of a decision,
for the overall health and growth of the organization. Failure
to let go of the past, blocks the ability to embrace the future.
So what do you let go of, and how do you replace it?
A business process that’s cumbersome and doesn’t serve your
client’s needs. If it’s been in place for a long time, or the technology supporting it has changed, then now is the time to
evaluate whether it’s still working, or to determine what would
work better. How can you save time and money? How can you
empower individuals more in the process?
A product line that has been experiencing lagging sales. Maybe
there’s a small but loyal following, but is that worth the ongoing
cost of marketing, manufacturing, re-engineering and quality
control? How can you transition the client base to a new and
improved product that can be enjoyed by a broader cross-section
of the market? Exceed their expectations and delight them.
Technology that doesn’t deliver on the desired user experience.
Customers shouldn’t equate your company with outmoded
equipment or machinery, or systems that are slow to respond.
Explore your options to leverage new technology in a lower
cost way. Engage stakeholders to manage user acceptance. And
most importantly, sit with the customers to understand their
perspective on working with your organization, so that you can
address their major issues.
Strategies that simply aren’t working or producing the desired
results. No matter the amount of resources poured into developing them, there’s a point in time to recognize failure and cut
your losses.
A job that no longer aligns with your career goals, developing
interests or professional values.
Cleaning out the old creates the psychological and physical
space for innovation and transformation. It gets your brain out
of focusing on what used to be, and allows you to imagine on
a new level. As a leader, don’t permit your team to cling to the
past. Instead help them to make room for new opportunities. LE
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